
Boston’s First Church of Christ,

Scientist, has become nationally

known both for its original design

and also for the spontaneous

child’s play that has developed

through the years in the facility’s

deck-level fountain.  Here, land-

scape architects John Copley and

Lynn Wolff discuss their firm’s role

in modifying the original design to

match its actual usage, all while

preserving the character of a site

that has become one of the city’s

modern landmarks. 

By John Copley & Lynn Wolff 
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Sometimes, it’s the unexpected that gives a place its true spirit.
That’s been very much the case for The First Church of Christ,

Scientist, a 1975 addition to Boston’s historic Back Bay district.
The site features a campus plan devised by legendary architects
I.M.Pei and Peter Walker,with grounds organized around a cen-
tral reflecting pool flanked by a circular,ceremonial display foun-
tain. The famed fountain is enclosed by an equally famous bosque
of linden trees pleached into lollipop forms.

For Bostonians and visitors alike, this classic design has be-
come part of the urban fabric – and the church’s plaza a popu-
lar gathering place.

Not long after the original work was completed,children from
surrounding neighborhoods (the South End, Fenway and the
Back Bay) discovered the wonderful play opportunities associ-
ated with the 180-nozzle deck-level fountain, especially dur-
ing the hot summer months. Since 1975, literally thousands of
kids with their families in tow have made this space their sum-
mer hangout, and now second-generation children are being
brought to the fountain by parents who grew up playing in its
irresistible jets of water.

From the start, however, there was a problem with what was
intended to be a decorative rather than interactive watershape:
It simply wasn’t designed for the purpose it had come to serve.
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Redefining Needs
Our firm,Copley Wolff Design Group

of Boston, became involved in the re-
design and reprogramming of the famous
fountain. It’s a project that exemplifies
the power of water to create and define
public spaces as well as the importance of
such spaces in meeting the social needs
of local residents and visitors from far-
ther away.

Our goals were straightforward: to in-
crease safety and inject color and whim-
sy into a well-used space while preserv-
ing the sense of history of its famous
setting.

We were aware, of course, that the
transformation of the fountain from a
decorative feature into a recreational des-
tination had taken place gradually over
many years. As more and more children
began playing in the water, their presence
created a number of management issues
for the church.

First, the watershape originally was set
up with a six-inch-high, cast-iron grate
that accommodated the trajectory of the
nozzles through a vertical, sidewall exit.
While the water seemed to fly out of the
ground as a result, the elevation created
a hazard for children running through
the water streams.

Second, the arcs of water cascaded to
the ground and rushed to a central drain
grate. Water flowed to the grate in such
volume that a shallow pool would occa-
sionally vortex around it. The vortexing
also meant that the water could be
pushed by the wind beyond the capture
drains and, as a result, new make-up wa-
ter had to be added to the system on a
consistent basis.

Through the years, facility managers
had reduced the vortexing by adding six-
inch-high granite fins that radiated out
from the center. This worked – but added
another tripping obstacle for the children.

As challenging as were these surface de-
tails, the fountain offered another set of
issues related to the fact that it was built
atop an underground parking garage.
This allowed for convenient placement
of pumps, the storage reservoir, electrical
panels and filtration systems,but it com-
plicated things as well with concerns
about waterproofing and about draining
the subsurface roof.

All of these issues were to be resolved
in the redesign.

The New Program
To its great credit, the church recog-

nized the importance of what had be-
come known to the neighborhood as the
“Plaza Fountain”and committed itself to
a total renovation of the space and the up-
grading of its watershape.

In preliminary meetings, the design
team was given its marching orders:

� Eliminate all tripping hazards and
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SETTING THE SCENE:  The fountain covers a large area terminating at the monumental reflecting pool positioned directly in front
of the church.  From the start, however, the fountain has played the more public role, becoming a magnet for children and a great
way to beat the summer’s heat.



changes in grade while maintaining the
fountain’s visual relationship to the central
reflecting pool and the surrounding tree
bosque

� Maintain some portion of the central
pool for kids to splash in

� Provide dramatic night lighting of the
nozzle streams

� Provide a new paving system
� Reuse – whenever and wherever pos-

sible – existing nozzles,piping,pumps and
storage reservoirs

� Improve waterproofing and subsur-
face drainage.

The elimination of tripping hazards en-
tailed re-grading the site to remove all
changes in elevation – a direct solution,but
one that involved many challenges with re-
spect to draining the fountain area and re-
thinking the nozzle covers and trajectories
of the water streams. To manage the flow
correctly, we took careful measurements
and developed a set of test templates to doc-
ument the arcs issued by each of the 180
nozzles.

To eliminate the grade change at the noz-
zle, the design team created a custom, flat,
cast-iron grate through which the water
was to be discharged. An intermediate
drainage grate also was introduced to elim-
inate the vortex and create a new central
pool.

The 180 original nozzles were paired
and crossed to give the fountain an in-
terlacing effect. All water issuing from
the nozzles flows to the intermediate grate
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JETS ON PARADE:  One
of the key goals of the re-
design had to do with
eliminating tripping haz-
ards for the young chil-
dren who’ve adopted
the fountain as their
own.  The grate system
did the job, enabling us
to flatten the plane of the
fountain while introduc-
ing a new and pleasing
aesthetic element to the
composition.



before moving into new subsurface
trenches that lead to the reservoir. Eight
small, flush nozzle fills were added to
the system: These replenish the pool
and drain back to the intermediate
drainage trench, constantly regulating
the water level in the central pool.

New fiberoptic lighting was introduced
at each nozzle’s end. The illuminator box-
es are suspended from the ceiling of the
underground garage and are linked
through a central controller so that the

color of the lighting can be sequenced and
designed for varying effects. A maximum
of nine cables are connected to each illu-
minator. To allow access for the cabling,
we cut vertical cores through the roof slab.

We also had to deal with wind-aided
fountain-water migration – a major prob-
lem on this particular site. The Church
calculated and mapped common wind
conditions in an attempt to determine
just how high the fountain should run
with any given wind speed. Once these

determinations were made,wind sensors
were installed on the roof of an adjacent
building. This placement mirrored the
wind conditions in the plaza below, and
the regulating system now automatically
adjusts the height of the water streams to
match wind conditions.

From Plan to Pavers
The six-month construction project

began in earnest with the demolition of
the existing surface and the saw-cutting,
forming and pouring of the new subsur-
face drainage trenches. Once the trench-
es were in, we set up the subsurface
drainage mat and waterproofing system,
then covered the fountain area with a new
concrete base slab set to the new eleva-
tion and slopes.

Once the cast-iron frames and grates
were installed, the new paving system was
applied. Final construction stages in-
cluded installation of the fiberoptic ca-
bling and illuminator boxes, the adjust-
ment of the 180 nozzles and tests of the
various control systems.

Throughout the redesign and con-
struction process,we constantly discussed
issues of durability, energy efficiency and
serviceability. Along the way, for exam-
ple,we spent a lot of time and energy de-
signing the return flows so that the sys-
tem is balanced and hydraulically efficient.
We also examined various options we had
for surface grates: We needed to accom-
modate the nozzles and the fiberoptics,
for instance, without creating a new set
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SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE:  The redesign
was all about making the fountain
an even better gathering place for
kids of all ages.  Whether prevailing
wind conditions call for smaller, gen-
tler streams or allow for full-throat-
ed cascades, the potential for fun
has made the plaza a magnet for
more than a quarter century.
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of tripping hazards.
In addition, we evaluated myriad ap-

proaches to waterproofing and to keep-
ing the water flowing through our sub-
surface conduits rather than around
them. We also looked into a range of
lighting options, ultimately settling on
fiberoptics both for the interesting illu-
mination they provide as well as their safe-
ty and cost-effective bulb life.

Throughout the project, cooperation
among key vendors and our design team
was crucial. We used the technical as-
sistance they offered to create many cus-
tom designs that address the unique
challenges presented by this project. In
fact, one of the lessons reinforced dur-
ing this project is the importance of co-
ordinating the electrical, waterproofing,
fountain, mechanical and hydraulic-en-
gineering consultants.

The result of these improvements is a
public facility that will continue to serve
as a venue for the spontaneity of local chil-
dren – but without the former safety and
maintenance concerns. The new plaza
also remains true to the aesthetics of the
original design and is indeed a place
where beautiful form now matches joy-
ous function.
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NIGHTTIME SPECTACLE:  The new fiberoptic system has made the plaza a spe-
cial draw at night, both for children who enjoy playing in the eerie light and
for adults out for romantic strolls.  All in all, it’s a tale of a project that has enhanced
the safety and performance of a classic system while staying true to the setting’s
historic nature.  

Credit Where 
It’s Due

As mentioned in the accompa-
nying text, the rehabilitation of the
Plaza Fountain for the First Church
of Christ, Scientist, was a collab-
orative effort.  Our appreciation and
thanks go to fountain designer Dan
Euser of D.E.W.; structural engi-
neer James Balmer of Boston
Building Consultants; electrical en-
gineer Michael Brown of AHA
Engineering; waterproofing engi-
neer Herb Ule of Edwards and
Kelcey; Chris Gumbrecht, Robert
Johnson and William Keene of
contractor Shawmut Construction;
grate supplier Urban Accessories;
and fiberoptic supplier Lumenyte. 

– J.C. & L.W.
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Civic Pride
The project described in the accompanying

text is only one of several we’ve executed in the
Boston area.  Copley Wolff Design Group is based
in downtown Boston, and we’re proud of our af-
filiation with this great American city. 

In many ways, in fact, the character and his-
tory of Boston has defined the creative charac-
ter and work history of our firm.  A great many
of our local projects have involved the restora-
tion, redevelopment or restatement of public and
historic spaces.  One of the most significant of
these was our work on the restoration of the Frog
Pond in Boston Common. 

Established in 1634, Boston Common is one
of America’s most significant open spaces.  It is
the oldest public park in the United States and a
truly beautiful hallmark of the city to this day.  Once
a place where cattle grazed, Minutemen mus-
tered, and prominent Bostonians were buried,
the Common now serves as an urban oasis. 

The Frog Pond, originally a natural marsh, was
dressed up for the Great Water Celebration of
1848 and has been a central feature in the
Common ever since.  Through the years, how-
ever, the pond’s fountain display and concrete
basin fell into disrepair.  In 1994, city officials de-
cided to restore the site. 

Our firm’s proposal called for restoring the
pond’s original plume and concrete basin and
adding amenities that included an adjustable noz-
zle that serves as a children’s spray fountain in
summer and the embedding of refrigeration coils
in the concrete slab to create an ice-skating rink
in the winter.   

To maintain the pond’s historic integrity, the
plume was placed in its original position and the
granite edge was reset in its original configura-
tion.  The mechanical equipment for the ice rink,
reflecting pool and fountain were hidden in an
underground vault nearby. 

When completed in December 1996, the pro-
ject met with praise in the community and nu-
merous awards, including an award from the
Preservation Alliance and an Urban Landscape
Award from the Massachusetts Horticultural
Society.  To this day, it remains one of our firm’s
proudest achievements. 

– J.C. & L.W.
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